
HERITAGE AND CULTURE FROM NORTH TO SOUTH

India, being richly endowed with culture, reflects multiple such historical Take a tour of some of the most renowned
heritage sites of North and South India.

Decentralisation, at work in a number of African countries, gives local communities new skills in the area of
water and local development. Indian culture is a numerous blend of varying styles and influences. To this day
the town carries echoes of Curzon, Kitchener and Kipling, all of whom spent many years living and working
in Shimla. Rivers and Heritage Learning from experiences of the Rivers and Heritage initiative The Rivers and
Heritage initiative proposes to support the process of cultural development of rivers and to contribute to the
protection and the management of river sites. Films Films are another kind of performing arts for which India
is quite popular in the world. This attire contains two pieces - kameez, which is like a long top covering upper
part of the body, and salwar is like trousers. Though with slight variations, salwar kameez is a dress that is
famous in every part of India. In Hindu religion, trees and animals are worshipped like Gods. How can the
fragile nature of these ecosystems be taken into account? The great variety in performing and visual arts could
not be found anywhere else in the world except for India. Terracotta and blue gaze are the two main varieties
of pottery that are famous in India. How can the creation of wealth and social value continue along the river's
banks? Moveable heritage includes books, documents, moveable artworks, machines, clothing, and other
artifacts, that are considered worthy of preservation for the future. Therefore the regions representing different
culture live in harmony with each other. People believe in God and keep fast 'vrata' on many festivals. While
rivers around the world undergo a new phase of development with significant and controversial impacts, there
is a renewed interest in the river as a common good. This was a moral imperative for all, except in the final
life stage of sannyasa. Their preservation demonstrates a recognition of the necessity of the past and of the
things that tell its story. The World Heritageâ€”listed Brihadishwarar Temple is a living temple and boasts of
stunning architecture. Music For Indians, music is to soul what food is to body. The cultural heritage of India
has its roots in the diverse components of culture i.


